Issue no. 1826, June 21, 2015.
Så befinner vi oss på
dagen för sommasolståndet som infaller
1838 SNT. Sen börjar
dagarna igen bli kortare. Tyvärr har vädret
här nere hittills varit
så kallt och blåsigt att
livet på altanen uteblivit.
Även på midsommarafton var det kallt och
regnigt sånär som på
några timmar på em.
Men det kalla vädret
har en lugnande inverkan, polisen får gå
långt tillbaka för att
hitta ett så lugnt firande som i år.
Vi gjorde dock så gott
vi kunde - var nere i
Burg och bunkrade,
inte bara för midsommarafton utan även för
kommande dagar med
fint väder (kan man
hoppas på).
Copa America har
medfört att några nya
stationer dykt upp på
7550 och 12365. Tyvärr har dessa inte
varit hörbara här i
Europa.
En hel del tips har det
ändå blivit och ett och
annat guldkorn har
vaskats fram.
Tack till alla bidragsgivare.
Keep on ….
=============
R e d a k t i o n:
Thomas Nilsson
Mardalsv. 372
262 93 Ängelholm
Tel: 0431-27054
E-mail:
thomas.nilsson@ektv.nu
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QSL, kommentarer, mm.
Christer Brunström: Hej! Lördagen den 27 juni kl. 12.00 UTC kommer ett nytt specialprogram via Radio Revival Sweden på 7430 och 9405 kHz. Om allt fungerar som det ska
blir det också ett inslag om Emisora Nuevo Continente 15-90. Trevlig sommar!
Christoph Ratzer: "Hello all,Today it is one the the most important holidays for us here in
Sweden - midsummer." /Thomas Nilsson
Many thanks Thomas to
inform about this important date.
All the best wishes from
Salzburg with a special
picture from my remote
station, also to all SWB
friends!
Hope you enjoy todays
holiday and dont drink too
much Öl.
73 Christoph
(Christoph, thanks for a
nice card and greetings! /TN)
Robert Wilkner: A midsummer issue featuring Copa América from Bolivia, Radio Panamericana and Chile, Radio Cooperativa. Warm and dry on the east coast of South Florida,
looking for rain while expanding a butterfly garden.w
Russell Scotka Report: I'm not sure what we should be prepared for....the AM broadcast
band has been in continual decline for a quarter century. As the WWII and baby boom generations wane the band is doomed.
The digital TV transition went smoothly because a considerable amount of people were
getting TV from a cable box. Think about it, how common was it to see a working TV antenna above a house? If you went to where young people congregate and did an informal
poll where you asked them about the AM band, they would probably not even know what it
was. The more knowledgeable might describe it as just that unused button on the car radio
that, when pushed, introduces static and noise into the speakers or maybe that wasteland of
conservative talk, ethnic, and brokered programming that bores them to tears.
Even the trucker demographic that you'd think might save the day have been migrating over
to satellite radio as the AM stations of today no longer offer programming of any real use to
them. The typical casualty when a national media company takes over a station is the loss
of local content and news. The FCC just makes a show of looking at station applications
anymore since a considerable amount don't really serve their listening audience in any substantive fashion outside of locally oriented advertising and what passes for public service
programming that's usually scheduled for early Sunday morning... (via Robert Wilkner)
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Dan Olsson: Jag får önska er alla en god fortsättning på midsommaren. Själv har jag fått tagit det lugnt eftersom jag
skadade ett par revben i förra veckan när jag ramlade under en orienteringstävling. Ett QSL har jag också fått nämligen R
Montferland på 6305 med e-brev och kort. I övrigt på radiofronten kan jag meddela att spelat in en jingel till NDR1 MV
på FM. Jingeln är på tyska och det får jag anse vara en bragd eftersom min tyska i stort sätt är "ein bier bitte". Det var allt
för denna gång.
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Radio Symban (presumed). Another day of Greek singing/music; semi-regular recently
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Radio Educadora , Limeira , São Paulo , Brazil 10:50 utc OM Cxs sobre horario de uma
manifestaçao dia 09/06 sinpo 25222 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5B76yqjTs&feature=youtu.be (Daniel Wyllyans Nova Xavantina MT via HCDX)
Aussie M&W chatting, surprised at how well VL8K is coming thru, but no signal at all
on 2325 so VL8T is off? Nothing ever on 2310, since VL8A has been stuck on 4835 for
a few years, and sounds like same program there tho no attempt to match //. WRTH
2015 page 81 still has VL8A on 2310 at 0830-2130, and on 4835 at 2130-0830 only!
(Glenn Hauser, OK)
V of Guyana, very poor signal but some mx and some cmntry was there June 12 ;0147,
poor but better than it has been lately, w/ signal clear enough to determine mx was playing June 14 (XM)
GBC Voice of Guyana 0915 to 0945 yl introducing pop music from 60s 0914 into “Ode
to Billie Joe - Tallahatchie Bridge”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoMF_mSeWJo yl with “ not TV or radio all
things important… for the first time” on 13 June; 0900 om talking about a “local contest
“ into rock instrumental “ in the sunshine of …” then sound effects.0915 slow 60 ballad
and preacher begins at 0945 (Wilkner)
Radio Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba, Bolivien; SIO 332 (Christoph Ratzer)
Radio Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba 1010 yl with long talk in language, doe Spanish?
1020 om nd yl talk. (Wilkner) Also heard by XM on Jun12 0125
NBC Milne Bay. NBC National News in English till 1306; DJ in English playing pop
songs; poor. A sad state of affairs here! There is only one SW station now operating
from PNG, as Wantok Radio Light (7324.96) was absent after 1400 on both June 17
and 18, with Dave Valko also confirming off the air earlier on the 18th. (Ron Howard,
Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
NBC Milne Bay, 0810, threshold signal, never got above that June 12;1022, weak but
steady carrier June 16 (XM)
Radio Cultura, presumed, carrier, occasional traces of threshold signal (XM)
Radio Verdad 0957 marimba music with soprano vocal over, into chorale at 1010,
strong signal (Wilkner) Also heard by XM on Jun20 at 0127
R. Eco, nice Andean folk mx over ToH. M DJ came on and seemingly took phone call
from a M that was barely audiable. DJ chatter after 0108 w/clear ment of Bolivia at
0109, then someones name. Ment “programa” at 0111, tarde and noche and ID at
0112:05, then back to lively LA mx. 0115 into another song w/yipping like a Terrier
Dog at the beginning (not a Huayno). 0118 diff. M barely audible again. Still going at
0225 w/sev. songs in a row. Ranchera song at 0231, then M came on at 0233. If not for
the thunderstorm static crashes, it would’ve been a decent signal. Here's a link to a Youtube video that you should enjoy. It includes not only this reception but also good receptions from 1991 and 2005. Please check it out at https://youtu.be/iE8I3qnF2_4
(Dave Valko, Dunlo, PA, USA)
Radio Eco, Reyes presumed in Spanish with weak signal (Wilkner) See recent log by
ace DXer Dave Valko !
Radio San Miguel, Riberalta 0120 to 0145 “ mucho en commentaries “ “en fútbol?” …
“la mass de …pero pero por rápido “ much better signal than normal, klong pauses
between commentary by om 20 June (Wilkner) Also heard by XM same day same time
Radio Huanta 2000 Huanta Ayacucho om with commentary 1028 to 1033 , marginal
signal on 19 June (Wilkner) Also heard by XM Jun20 at1024
Bangladesh Betar - HS. A rare day when CNR1 was not too strong; normal Monday
only SAARC (The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) news bulletin in
English; item about "BCIM, Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar economic agreement,"
etc. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Dunamis SW with African rhytms, quite good signal. TN
ELWA with a beautiful version of "Amazing Grace". Sign off at 0002. TN
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ELWA Radio, Monrovia, Liberia, SIO 333. Guten Abend A-DXer, ELWA heute mit
einem wesentlich stärkeren Signal auf 4760 kHz als die letzten Tage, das weiterhin
starke Sommer-QRN verdirbt den Spaß aber sehr. (Christoph Ratzer)
Radio Tarma, M in SP talk, very poor (XM)
Radio Logos, Chazuta, Tarapoto 1000 beautiful Peruvian Flute music with vocalist, this
signal on top of CODAR and the strongest Peru received here, ; 1030 recheck similar
music 19 June (Wilkner) Also heard by XM Jun20 at 0128
LV de la Selva as always very low audio, mx TN
La Voz de la Selva, Iquitos 2320 to 2325 difficult signal on 18 June; 1020 to 1029 difficult signal in Spanish needing lab and IF notch filter, (Wilkner) Also heard by XM
Jun20 at 0152
Cancao Nova, presumed, 0134, threshold almost making it to the level of intelligible
audio, June 14 ;0152, threshold (XM)
VL8A Alice Springs NT. "Grandstand" coverage of the Port Adelaide game; not // RA.
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Northern Terr. Service, Alice Springs, presumed, somewhat better than hd a few days
ago w/ a threshold signal struggling to get to intelligible audio June 9 ;0826, could not
get above threshold level due to QRM from WWCR (XM)
R Clube de Para with extremely strong signal. Football Brazil - Colombia. TN
NTS Tennant Creek, best signal of the morning, definite Aussie accents, apparent nx, M
interviewing another M, brief amount of mx, and off promptly at 0830 June 12 ;0738,
similar situation as 4835 (XM)
Radio Educação Rural, Tefé, AM 1020 to 1030 in portuguese fading out ( Wilkner)
AIR Radio Kashmir, Srinagar (presumed). Today only able to hear open carrier with no
audio (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
AIR Shillong. Sunday program of C&W songs; "Rocky Mountain High" John Denver,
"Jolene" Dolly Parton, etc.; DJ in English; local IDs - "The North Eastern Service of
All India Radio" (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Unid looking for ….Brasil Radio Brasil Central, Goainia 1020 to 1025 weak carrier
with no rtty present (Wilkner)
PBS Hunan, as of June 6 (1235), have been hearing this since Jan 12 on a daily basis
with decent reception, as before that date was not hearing them at all. Whatever they did
to improve their signal is holding up very well. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach,
CA, USA)
R Cultura de Cuiabá noted quite often lately but weak. TN
Most likely SIBC for just a few minutes with weak audio before disappearing. TN
- Again SIBC with Wantok FM 96.3 programming, on 5020.0, with extended schedule;
noted 1212-1340. Reception considerably poorer than heard on the 4th; sounded
like mostly religious songs, as it's Sunday; fewer IDs than normally given, which were
always very brief ("Wantok FM with the hottest DJs"). (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
SIBC. More strangeness here. At 1136 (a time when in the past I always had audio) there was no audio, only an open carrier; OC still on at 1404; never heard any audio
today (rare!). June 13, from 1141 to end of normal audio at 1200; transmitter off sometime after that. Why is every day different now? (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
SIBC continuing with erratic activity; only heard open carrier (no audio) at 1138 &
1155 (a time when they normally have audio). June 15, with outstanding reception on
5020.0; 1200 usual brief NA; 1201 pop songs via relay of Wantok FM 96.3; at 1203
played long version of National Anthem followed by the only ID heard today; normally
they give IDs after every other song, but not today; non-stop pop songs; by 1340 had
dropped down to fair. Probably the strongest I have ever heard them on this frequency!
Good propagation. June 16, at 1155 with the normal "evening devotional"; ID & NA;
after 1203 only open carrier (no audio); still OC by 1245. No daily consistency! (Ron
Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
SIBC. Only open carrier (no audio) at 1129, at a time that normally has audio. Transmitter off shortly after 1200. June 18, normal programs at 1140 (DJ/pop songs/"evening
devotional"/ID/NA); with transmitter off at 1203*, so no relay today of Wantok FM
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
R Quillabamba can be heard here a short time before R Rebelde gets too strong. TN
R Candip with decent signal, ann. at 1900. Sign off just a few seconds after 2000. TN
Alcaraván R för sista gången denna säsong. Därefter alltför ljusa nätter på latitud 63.
För en religiös stn ovanligt njutbar mx, mest folklor colombiano. Olz
Rádio A Voz Missionaria,Camboriú, SC MED samma kommentar som på 5910, mx
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dock MPB. Ny för mig. Idar flitigt trots religiöst format. Sista stn för säsongen . Därefter har bonden jag lejt, plöjt av alla mina 6 koaxkablar! Maj månads starkaste LA i 49mb. Olz
R Pio XII, Siglo XX, en av många bolivianer som ideligen puffar för “El dia de la madre y los derechos de la mujer” Infaller 27 maj där. Datum tyx variera i LA. Stark sighnal, MEN RÄTT SÅ MULLRIGT LJUD, blandat språk, px mest quechua, men cd helt
på SS. Olz
much better signal than Fides from co-Catholic R. Pio Doce, presumed on signature
split-frequency. (I am in too big a hurry to harvest bumper crop of apricots to take time
to measure all the frequencies in this session). (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Pio XII, Siglo Veinte noted during band scan, good signal on 19 June; 0100 to 0120
seemingly commentary on the America Cup by om June 20 (Wilkner) Also heard by
XM June 20
Radio Pio XII, Llallagua, Bolivien, SIO 343 Christoph Ratzer
Voice of Vietnam-1. The spurs of 5975 that I have been hearing on both 5967.0 &
5983.0 are so strong now that I am hearing the secondary spurs on 5959.0 & 5991.0.
Amazing! June 17 at 1400 with National Anthem; // 7210 // 9635.75 (Ron Howard,
Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Radio Chaski, Urubamba en premiär hos mig. Överraskade m px på SS! Namnet gjorde
att jag väntade mig quechua. Detta datum säsongens bästa i 49-mb, som de senaste
månaderna varit betydligt mer givande än 60-mb. Olz
Pulsating noise jamming , even though Shiokaze, the intended victim, is now up on
6020. Jamming is blocking Myanmar on 5985.0 (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach,
CA, USA)
UNID, must be R Guaíba here after CRI sign off at 2400. Sounds like PP but too weak
to be certain. TN
R Habana Cuba weak here with nx before sign off. Two signals remain, one on
5999,989 probably R Guaíba, and the other on 6000,005 probably China, but both very
weak. TN
R Inconfidencia very low at this time. When checked again at 0027 they were on the
usual split 6010,053.. TN
KBS Hanminjok Bangsong 1. Recently the N. Korea white noise jamming has been
intermittent; heard with no jamming; daily news in Korean with each item ending with
"KBS News"; strong signal/good reception when no white noise present. (Ron Howard,
Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
ZBC Radio. Above average reception; long monologue; 0350 brief chant and into
ME/Islamic type music/singing till 0359 with usual drums till pips (5+1); news. Audio
at https://app.box.com/s/dzp6jblnc2njyz2e3zkd54pf1pl8fg9j (Ron Howard, Asilomar
State Beach, CA, USA)
Red Patria Nueva regular guest on this offset. Decent signal, a little muffled audio. TN
Red Patria Nueva tune from C. Germany Perseus site w/ SA beverage. Strong QRM
from CRI on 6020 that made readability quite difficult. SINPO 32432. When CRI was
in speech mode, readability improved, however when CRI was playing music, very
difficult to copy Bolivia here. Program appeared to be a male ancr talking to callers with
periodic music, like a request program. (Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer)
BBS (presumed). Indigenous music; noted 1314*; normal QRM from PBS Yunnan
(China); clearly two stations here till 1314 (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA,
USA)
RB2 with Com a Mãe Aparecida, Strong. Normally always noted on the high side of
6040 like on Jun 18 when found on normal offset, 6040,43 with very strong signal. TN
Music and Brazuguese announcement, way off frequency, i.e. RB2, as made it // 9725
while nothing but Cairo audible on 11935.0 (Glenn Hauser, OK)
CFRX Toronto commercial “ for the … of 50 collars …for details of this CBC weekend
..” Into news of murders in South Carolina (Wilkner)
Very poor signal with some audio, presumably the Chile/Bolivia SBG on R. Panamericana that Bob Wilkner in SFL tipped us about at 2330. Also checked 12365-USB in
case CBV was on again with relay but nothing heard there (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Radio Panamericana, La Paz 2330 with poor signal, mostly a carrier beginning coverage
of Copa América between Chile and Bolivia, by 0100 signal had vastly improved with
12,365u in as well. Lost signal at 0145* 19/20 June (Wilkner) Also heard by XM on
June 20 at 0036
R Panamericana with fooball, stong. The same game was also heard on R Fides and Red
Patria Nueva. TN
Super Radio Deus e Amor atruggling with an equally strong China on 6120,006 TN
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Super Rádio Deus é Amor (presumed). Sounded very much like the unique preaching of
the late David Miranda. Do they still play his old IPDA programs? (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
R. Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz booming into Perseus site in C. Germany on a SA beverage
from 0004 tune. Freq ID's by both male and YL ancrs, female vocal at 0009.5. Time,
news bulletin by man and time at 0013-15. Another female vocal at 0015-20. ID, QTH
and time by man 0020 fol by male ancr with news or talk concerning Peru, President
Morales mentioned often as well. Male vocal at 0025. Live and recorded com'ls and
"Radio Santa Cruz" ID jingles 0036.5-41.5. SINPO 45444 - armchair lvl with a noticeable but not obnoxious xmtr hum. This site has a propagation tunnel into Bolivia! (Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer)
``Santa Cruz --- está donde el pueblo vive y trabaja`` slogan from R. Santa Cruz; fairly
good. (Glenn Hauser, OK)
R Santa Cruz, 0037+, live futbol, Copa America, Bolivia vs. Chile, definitely not //
6105, good (XM)
Voice of Freedom (clandestine). Heard without any white noise jamming, but QRM
from utility; program in Korean with EZL songs. On June 5 at 1250, heard their often
played instrumental theme music - "We Shall Overcome." BTW - June 6 was Memorial
Day in Korea (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
R Fides, 0112, poor signal, some audible mx at times (XM)
Very poor signal and some modulation seems Spanish but maybe not, and somewhat
distorted from presumed R. Fides, always on hi side. (Glenn Hauser, OK)
R. Fides with nice signal on 5/26 and 5/27 into Perseus site in C. Germany on SA beverage from 2308 and 2326 (best signal) tune respectively. Nice signal, but not as good as
R. Santa Cruz (see below). SINPO 34433 with some adj channel splash. Also hrd here
at home but with much weaker signal - SINPO 25332 but here CRI was not a problem.
Lots of talking and vague ID info - however I was able to correlate the program theme
music with that hrd on the Internet live audio feed for R. Fides. Transmitter had some
noticeable distortion (hrd from C. Germany only). (Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer)
I'm quite certain that this carrier often seen here is from Radio Boa Vontade. I followed
R Boa Vontade on 9350,035 until their sign off and both carriers were switched off at
the same time, exactly at 2158:35. Also checked on June 9 switch off at the same time
on both frequencies. TN
R Tawantinsuyo with strong signal and mx. TN
presumed Perú, Radio Tawantinsuyo, Cusco 1010 to 1020 with fair signal, deep fades
om espanol (Wilkner)
Radio Nacional da Amazônia Brasilia, DF Portuguese weak // 11815 (MDR)
SOH, Sound of Hope found missing; starting the week of June 9. Nice! Now Australia VMW is in the clear again. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
SOH, Sound of Hope. After leaving here for about a week, has returned again; // 6730;
June 15 at 1141 & 1338; June 16 at 1132; so far not heard jammed by CNR1 programs
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Technicalman spelade China in your hand med T´Pau. DO
R Panda med Wilson Pickett. Stängde 20.55. Ny för mig. DO
Misti R spelade argentinsk tangomusik.
R Mazda med Bad Moon Rising. DO
Top R med Id innan sign off. Blev störd av en Securitasvakt som stod och ringde på
dörren. Visade sig att larmet ej fungerade till huset. Detta kan väl kallas för lokal QRM.
DO
Henk FM Guns n Roses och Bingoplayer i programmet. DO
Anthony R spelade Ace of Base och Billy Idol. DO
Baltic Sea R spelade countrymusik efter ID. sänder i LSB. DO
R Vanuatu, presumed as nothing was coming in from Asia, 0816 carrier only (XM)
Wantok Radio Light. Recently have found this daily one or two minute opening for
WRL reception when CRI turns off the transmitter between programs; poor, with religious songs (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
When I saw the interesting tip of RCW below I checked 7550. Two very weak carriers
were noted, the weakest on 7549,99 and the other on 7549,84. But unfortunately no
audio could be heard from any of them. On June 18 a carrier without audio on 7499,81
was noted again but nothing on 7549,99. TN
Hola: Rcw da aviso que transmitirá hoy, a las 23 UTC el partido Chile vs México
(Copa América). En su página de Facebook sale lo siguiente: « RCW Radio Compañía
Worldwide Esta es RCW desde San Francisco en # Chile. Amigos: Hoy hemos hecho
un esfuerzo por poner en servicio nuestro pequeño centro emisor con antena secundaria
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para llevar al aire el # partido de nuestro país Vs la selección de # México. Desde ya los
invitamos a esta retransmisión por Ondas Cortas en 7.550 KHz. y por Listen2Myradio a
partir de las 20:00 Hora Chilena Continental (23:00 UTC). Atentamente sus amigos de
RCW. http://rcwradio.listen2myradio.com/
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1015091631842559&id=5781787588671
84&_mn_=9&refid=17(Atte, Claudio Galaz.)
Also pirate/unofficial 7550 RCW (Radio Compañía Worldwide), San Francisco, Chile
announces a broadcast this late evening w/soccer Chile vs Mexico for America Cup
from 2300. (Info via Claudio Galaz, Chile in Condiglist yg, Jun 15 via Horacio Nigro,
Uruguay).
-------------------------Thanks for the tip. All I have at 0110 UTC is a weak carrier on 7549.8 kHz. Any idea
what the power of the Chilean pirate is? (George Maroti Mount Kisco, NY via DXPlorer)
Hong Kong - Cape d'Aguilar VOLMET with weather conditions (Wilkner)
StarStar Broadcasting Station - V13. RE: XingXing Schedule. Thanks to Sei-ichi Hasegawa for informing me of their second frequency. 9275-AM at 1221 on June 12. 9725AM at 1208 on June 10 & 13. Thanks also to my co-monitor John Wilkins, for his assistance (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
R Boa Vontade // web stream. Switch off at 2159 just as on 6159,95. TN
// 12065 // 12085, RA with "Grandstand" sports coverage of North Melbourne vs Sydney Swans and // 4835 (ABC) (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
StarStar Broadcasting Station - V13. Signed on with normal one minute of flute music; assume intro consisted of station name, program number, the recipient number, date
of the message and number of characters; assume ID was for the fourth program "XingXing guangbo diantai 4"; fair; believed to be operated by Taiwanese Intelligence
agency. Also at *1300. Wonder what their daily schedule is? June 2 (Tue.), 3 (Wed.)
and 7 (Sun.) off the air, so clearly not on every day. On the air June 5 (Fri.) & 6
(Sat.). Needs more monitoring to determine daily schedule. Thanks very much to John
Wilkins for the alert that XingXing is not broadcasting daily (Ron Howard, Asilomar
State Beach, CA, USA)
Beibu Bay Radio (BBR), // 5050. "Are you ready? Hi everyone. This is Beibu Bay Radio, the Voice of Guangxi, China"; segment in Chinese and English; "The joint campaign involves five parks, including Beijing Botanical Garden, the Temple of Heaven and
Taoranting, as well as the famous Fragrant Hill, Beijing's most renowned forest park,
combining natural landscape with imperial architecture. These are already famous sites
among tourists, but in this year's campaign, the use of new media is a new focus. We
hope there will be many more people who will access our tourism service, especially
online and on mobile phones. Appreciating flowers blossoming is another annual tradition in Beijing tourism. The famous business hub Beijing International Flower Port
joins the campaign this year, which coincides with the opening of Beijing Rose Festival,
an event that highlights China rose, a species cultivated in China and that blooms in
May." Today's show was scripted in English from http://www.china.org.cn/video/201505/25/content_35655411.htm . (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Sarawak FM, with National Anthem (instrumental version, not the often heard choral
NA); special live coverage; "Your Royal Highness, excellencies, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen. Good evening and welcome to the closing night and prize presentation ceremony"; announcement of results of the event given in Malay, Arabic and English (not in French this year), till 1319; fair to
good. https://app.box.com/s/us8bqf2s97hox4q67nx4xjmsnzj9ebme contains my audio
of just the English. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
// 15190, R. Pilipinas, 1739-1930*. Their long standing schedule is *1730-1930*; in
Filipino with news and economic news; chatting about Bruce Jenner; frequent IDs; poor
to almost fair. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
EWTN, relig pgm in EG, listed as beamed to Africa, as would be expected very strong
signal (XM)
Checked this outlet this afternoon June 13: Tuned-in around 1320 UT on 11539.978
kHz and signal wandered down on warm-up to 11539.969 Khz around 1327 UT, checked the recording around 1333 UT see attached .ogg format file. Signal in Nagoya Japan
remote post S=9+20dB or -54 dBm strength. I would say this is Korean language, one
of these veiled radio programs from likely Tashkent Uzbekistan towards the Korea
countries. (wb)
found silent at 1303, June 15. June 16, from 1306 to suddenly off at 1310*. Pop songs
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(almost sounded like Middle Eastern music?). No Korean monologue today or yesterday. My audio https://app.box.com/s/egqinjew4cdmi12b6h1aie4cdi3rfeau Thanks to
the feedback from Sei-ichi Hasegawa, that a Japanese DXer has determined that the
recent Korean that was heard here was in fact not clandestine in nature, but rather a
learning course for primary school students. To sum up the situation here as I see it Ever since this UNID first appeared here last month, they have been broadcasting
nothing but random filler programming. Testing the transmitter/antenna? So we have
yet to know who this is. Found silent June 17; 1257-1306, +1332 + 1341. June 18,
nothing at 1302 + 1317 (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA) (Ron Howard,
Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Limbang FM via Wai FM Via RTM. Their Monday show (also on Thursdays) with DJ
playing pop songs; in vernacular; frequent IDs for "Limbang FM"; very good reception
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
R France Intl, Issoudon, cmntry in FR, listed as beamed for W Africa, good signal (XM)
RAE. A daily feature at this time is the playing of choral National Anthem before going
into their English segment (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
11710 & 11745 & 11815, crackling spurs from 11780.1v are still polluting the 25m
band, and no one cares; except me who can only try to shame them by repetitious reporting, as EBC have already been notified about the problem several times in last months
(Glenn Hauser, OK)
Chinese Nat. Rad, Pg 8, 0748, Mongolian service, fair (XM)
fair signal in Brazuguese about Jesus, making LAH with much weaker on-frequency
signal; seems // 9630v and there is also a LAH on 6135 either with Bolivia or something
else. The 25 and 49m frequencies of R. Aparecida had been reported off the air as of
June 11 by Cassiano Alves Macedo, Editor do Programa Encontro DX, in the radioescutas yg which I just quoted on WORLD OF RADIO 1778; but now they are apparently
back (Glenn Hauser, OK)
R Boa Vontade // web stream, rel px. TN
On SW? Tnx to a tip from Patrick Robic, Austria via Wolfgang Büschel, Copa América
football games concerning Chile were likely to activate a utility transmitter on 12365.
There it is on 12365-USB, June 15 at 2344, very poor signal but exaggerated enthusiasm as in a silly ballgame. Is this from Portales network like a sesquiyear ago as in
DXLD 14-08? That transmission was believed to be from the Diego Portales network
via coastal station CBV Valparaíso. Word spread quickly on the DXLD yg and HCDX,
with several others hearing it; including Arnaldo Slaen in Argentina who says this year
the station relayed is Cooperativa, and the game is also on reactivated Chilean pirate
RCW, 7550, unchecked here where never heard. Vs. México, same live game surely the
one on Televisa net-5, ch 5, also visible here, q.v. Back to 12365-USB here, at 0058 UT
June 16, ``goooaaaaal``; 0122 final check still going, also mentioned ``goal``, but too
short, maybe only in passing. The ``winter-headstart`` effect I mention under BOLIVIA
once was helpful getting S American MW into N America too; IIRC long ago in midsummer, R. Cooperativa was making it to NM/CO pre-sunrise on 760; if only frequencies were not all clogged today. Only a few Chileans are 50 kW or more now: 660, 760,
1060, 1180, 1380 (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Thanks to the tips here in dxldyg, went to the beach to catch the live coverage. On
12365-USB, tuned in at 0127 till off at 0135*; seemed to be ID before closing down.
Many mentions of "Mexico" and heard "Copa América"; hard copy due to what sounded like the sports fans in the background. Maybe others can pick out better details from
my audio? https://app.box.com/s/3dhxwtne36k7f2ezpqmqsqt8rrb6ba2c contains my
audio. (Ron Howard, California via DXLD)
On remote SDR unit in KY-USA noted a tiny signal, reported mentioned "GOAL,
GOAL, GOAL" many times at 0018 UT, in USBmode, visible on screen on 12365.500
to 12368.200 kHz frequency range. Signal not strong at S=5-6 level, but greyline now
on its path from Chile: greyline between Nicaragua and Panama at 0025 UT. Audio
signal increased from 0030 UT onwards. Similar signal also heard on remote unit of
VE6JY in Edmonton Alberta Canada. (wb df5sx)
Check this frequency Patrick sent this tip, tonight soccer game Ecuador vv Bolivia
21.00 UT and Chile vv Mexico 23.30 UT Copa America football soccer match competition. Da bei Fussballgrossereignissen der juengeren Vergangenheit die Spiele der
chilenischen Nationalmannschaft immer ueber einen unbekannten Utility-Sender auf
12365 kHz USB uebetragen wurden, loht es sich vielleicht, die Frequenz in den naechsten Tagen zu beobachten. Weitere Termine der chilenischen Vorrundenspiele: 15.6. /
19.6. jeweils um 23.30 UT. (Patrick Robic-AUT, A-DX June 12) (wb)
Checked this frequency on Jun 15 at 2100. The only station audible here is VMC Aupage 7
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stralia with weather forecasts for Australia. "End of transmission from VMC" heard at
2107. See more info on http://www.bom.gov.au/marine/voice_services.shtml TN
Tried tuning around 0145 from various sites in Europe and Canada - nothing hrd except
from C. Germany site but what I hrd there was the Australian wx station VMC in Charleville at S2. Perhaps the game should have been over by then as they only play 90
minutes in regulation plus two 15-min halves of overtime. By 0130 the game should
have been over. Other links of interest (courtesy of Radio Cooperativa www.cooperativa.cl )
Group Play Schedule:
http://copamerica2015.cooperativa.cl/temas/site/edic/base/port/copaamerica2015_fixtur
e.html
Finals Play:
http://copamerica2015.cooperativa.cl/temas/site/edic/base/port/copaamerica2015_fase_f
inal.html
Since the tournament is in Chile, should be lost of opportunities to hear Cooperativa...
(Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer)
---------------------Chile's next game is against Bolivia on June 19th at 2330 UTC. Here is a link for info
on the Copa America. http://www.sbnation.com/soccer/2015/6/11/8765193/2015-copaamerica-schedule-bracket-format-results Unless they lose to Bolivia, Chile will make
the next round (and even then they could make the next round). Check that link next
Monday for the next round games. (Don Moore via DXPlorer)
Station relayed is Cooperativa (presumed). Thanks to the tips in dxldyg, went to the
beach to catch the live coverage of the Chile vs Mexico match on June 16, tuned in at
0127 till off at 0135*; seemed to be ID before closing down. Many mentions
of "Mexico" and heard "Copa América"; hard copy due to what sounded like the sports
fans in the background. Maybe others can pick out better details from my audio?
https://app.box.com/s/3dhxwtne36k7f2ezpqmqsqt8rrb6ba2c contains audio. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
VMC. Weather forecast, gail warnings, etc.; fair (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach,
CA, USA)
Radio Cooperativa, feeder, Copa América, tourament, Chile vs. Mexico, animated ancr,
crowd noise, unfortunately a poor signal here but at least in June 15; 0042, live futbol,
Copa América, Chile v. Bolivia, very weak signal June 20 (XM)
Trying for this. Very threshold signal. Not even strong enough to // to the webstream or
tell if it is futbol commentary. May try around halftime (about 0025) when their will be
ads.Here's the webstream: http://www.cooperativa.cl/radioenvivo If you want to follow
what's going on in the game (in English) here's a good minute-by-minute feed. Chile vs
Bolivia Copa America 2015 LIVE Chile will play again on June 24 at 2330, Their
opponent won't be known until the first round completes on Sunday, (Don Moore via
DXPlorer)
Radio Cooperativa 2345 to 0133 deep fades, seemingly with the America Cup, mostly
threshold level here 19/20 June (Wilkner)
Retuned Perseus site in Edmonton at 0124 June 20 and here Cooperativa 12365U was
up to a solid S2 until the broadcast terminated at 0128. As Bob Wilkner noted, R. Panamericana made a somewhat rare appearance on 6105.36 into C. Germany with an
armchair S4 lvl and noticeable QSB with coverage of the futbol match from 0018 tune
with many ads and "Panamericana" ID's during halftime. On this station the ChileBolivia match second half coverage restarted at 0041. Tnx also to Bob for the tip on this
one. (Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer)
R. Africa Network via WRMI, 0149 & 0253-0300*. Brother Stair with fair-good reception; IDs for the "Radio Africa Network." From 0300 to 0500 have only heard faint
open carrier which assume might be Brazil. Have never heard R, Pilipinas here from 3-5
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)
Vo Assenna June 6 1750 HOA mx, ID, speech to 1757* (Paszkiewicz-WI)
IBRA June 6 1800 short mx bits, talk in listed Beja (Paszkiewicz-WI)
ERT June 6 1805 NX IN Greek (Paszkiewicz-WI)
// 17820, R. Pilipinas. Anthem; long "PBS" song; usual opening message with salute to
overseas Filipino workers and to listeners of R. Pilipinas; into “From the presidential
palace Manila, Dateline Malacañang”; 0238 - "This is the PBS News"; President Aquino visiting Japan and addresses some 1,000 Japanese businessmen at the Philippine
Investment Forum; almost fair; scheduled 0330*, which in the past I have observed;
did not hear scheduled 12010 frequency (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA USA)
R. Pilipinas, // 17820. Weekend programs very different from weekdays; in English
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15720

Jun14

0325

with round table discussion about tourism, places to visit and how wonderful the Filipino people are; 0242 program of reading of poems (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach,
CA, USA)
RNZI. Action drama "Undercover Mumbai," following the activities of Alia Khan, a
woman police inspector; good. Rather entertaining (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA)

Contributors to the log:
wb, Wolfgang Büschel, df5sx, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews,
DXLD, DXPlorer, A-DX
TN, Thomas Nilsson, Ängelholm, Sweden
Glenn Hauser, Enid, OK, USA (also from DXLD)
Sheryl Paskiewics, Manitowoc, WI
Dave Valko, Dunlo, PA, USA
MDR - Tampa - South Florida
Olz, Björn Olsson, Umeå, Sweden

Ron Howard, San Francisco at Ocean Beach, CA, USA
Russell Scotka - Connecticut, USA
XM - Cedar Key - Florida
Robert Wilkner Pompano Beach, South Florida
Don Moore via DXPlorer
Daniel Wyllyans Nova Xavantina MT via HCDX
Bruce Churchill via DXPlorer
DO, Dan Olsson,Furulund, Sweden

CHASQUI DX PFA – JUNIO 2015
CQ, CQ, CQ…Aquí Pedro F. Arrunátegui para compartir algo con los que disfrutan y aman el DX latinoamericano, todas
las horas son UTC, desde la tierra de los incas, les informo mediante este Quipus lo siguiente:
3310.00
BOLIVIA, R. Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba, 15/06 1035-1102 22222 px en quechua news ID "Mosoj Chaski"
4451.20 BOLIVIA, R. Santa Ana, Santa Ana de Yacuma; 12/06 2240- 2304 22222 mx apenas audible por momentos news.
4747.60 PERÚ, R. Huanta 2000, Huari; 10/06 2225-2315 44444 px La Voz de la Liberación por la Iglesia Pentecostal Dios es Amor ID "Por Radio Huanta 2000"
4785.00 BRASIL, R. Caiari, Porto Velho, RO; 12/06, 0950-1010 33333 mx ID “Caiari” se
pierde por momentos la señal.
4824.48
PERÚ, R. La Voz de la Selva; Iquitos; 12/06 2310-2320 22222 news ID “Radio La
Voz de la Selva” va y viene la señal, bastante débil.
5024.92 PERÚ, R. Quillabamba, Quillabamba, Cusco; 3/06 1135-1155 44444 news px Panorama Mundial ID "Radio Quillabamba esta con usted” px sobre el partido de la selección de Perú en Chile.
5910.06
COLOMBIA, Alcaraván Radio, Puerto Lleras, 27/05 0225-0245 44444 mx colombiana y otras de LA ID
"Alcaraván Radio una dulce compañía"
5952.40
BOLIVIA, R. PIOXII, Siglo XX; 27/05 2310-2345 44444 px news en quechua y español ID “Por Radio Pio
XII”
6025.00 BOLIVIA, R. Patria Nueva, La Paz; 1/06 2325-2345 44444 advs Banco Central de
Bolivia ID "Patria Nueva la radio, ahora en FM" px noticiero en cadena con otras
estaciones.
6050.00
ECUADOR, HCJB, Quito; 30/05 0140-0205 44444 px Rebelde, sobre la ayuda
para rescatar a los consumidores de droga advs ID “HCJB por un mundo con valores cristianos” mx con motivos religiosos. ID “Estas en compañía de HCJB”
6105.35 BOLIVIA, R. Panamericana, La Paz; 12/06 2325-2350 44444 px Panamericano Deportivo news deportivas
ID “Por Radio Panamericana” px transmisión del partido entre las selecciones boliviana vs la mexicana desde
Chille
6134.86
BOLIVIA, R. Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz; 24/05 2235-2305 44444 mx ID "Por Radio Santa Cruz” mx ID “
Radio Santa Cruz la primera” mx ID “No importa cuán lejos estes.. Radio Santa Cruz, siempre te acompañara
…" ID Santa Cruz .. (Escuchar grabación)
6155.10
BOLIVIA, R. Fides, La Paz; 27/05 2248-2305 44444 px news comentan sobre el escándalo en la FIFA ID
“Después de señal horaria tocan mxf y dan el ID Radio Fides"
6173.85
PERÚ, R. Tawantinsuyo, Cusco; 27/05 2210-2240 33333 mxf advs sobre esoterismo ID “ Por radio Tawantinsuyo" mxf.
6185.00 MEXICO, R. XEPPM Educación, Ciudad de México; 13/06 0435-0505 33333 mx rancheras tocan en forma
continua s/off 0505 sin aviso previo, no dieron ID.
11780.14 BRASIL, R. Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia; 29/05 0305-0330 44444 mx px Madrugada Nacional mx ID
“Nacional Brasil .. (Escuchar grabación)” px Madrugada musical (c/antena mini whip)
La recepción la he efectuado del 18/05 al 15/06 en compañía de mis sabuesos Icom IC R72, ELAD FDM-S1, acompañados
del Splitter ASA 4 x 2, Mizuho KX-3, MFJ-1025 y el una antena de hilo largo de 12 metros, con antena auxiliar, una Mini
Whip y una antena loop.
NOTA: Para un mejor escucha de las grabaciones que adjunto, sugiero escuchar con los audífonos.
Muchos 218’s, PFA
(Many thanks for another good report! /TN
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Station news
CHILE. 7550. RCW 15/6 23 UT. Transmisión del partido Chile V/S México, mediante la retransmisión de R. Cooperativa. Luego del final del partido a las 0128 UT (16/6), música en español hasta las 0323. SINPO: 35343. Según mensaje
entregado vía el correo: RCWRADIO [at] GMAIL [dot] COM, la emisora entrega la información de que se probó una
antena de ¼ de onda.
12365-USB. R. COOPERATIVA [FEEDER]. 15/6 2333 UT. Partido Chile y México para la copa América.
(Claudio Galaz Toledo, Chile via Lista ConDig)
CHILE [and non]. 12365-USB, June 20 at 2139, figuring this would be a likely time for another Copa América game (if
the tournament isn`t over), so strain to hear CBV relaying one here --- yes, JBA talk at near-imagination level. I was surprised to read that others were not hearing this as well as I was last week. No signal from 15345v LRA Argentina which
ought to be on now; off, or degraded propagation?
BUT: There happens to be another utility talker on 12365-USB, Aussie marine weather from VMC, Charleville, Queensland, more likely the trace I heard, and CBV is likely to QRM it when really on.
Per schedule http://www.ca2015.com/en/schedule#fndtn-fullcalendar June 20 starting at 2130 UT was Argentina vs
Jamaica at Viña del Mar. But hardly essential listening for Chileans or Pascuans.
For Sunday June 21:
1900 UT, Colombia vs Perú at Temuco
2130 UT, Brasil vs Venezuela at Santiago
Next match is not until Wed June 24 at 2330 UT involving Chile, when a 12365 relay will surely be required (Glenn
Hauser, OK, DXLD)
ECUADOR. Emisoras Jesus del Gran Poder video. Put together another video of an old station, Emisoras Jesus del
Gran Poder. Many of you probably heard this one. This isn't very long one but the signal is strong and clear with the
complete opening station identification. Here's the link. Enjoy. https://youtu.be/Dxosu1i6OH4
(73, Dave Valko, Dunlo, PA, USA )
GREECE. Voice of Greece returns to shortwave
Gradually come the information for the resumption of individual radio stations of ERT as coordinators working intensively to prepare the new transmissions. Resuming the short wave program "The Voice of Greece", also known as ERA 5
aimed at expatriates is also on its way. The program of Greece's Voice will include newscasts every hour to broadcast the
first program while there will also be two programs specifically aimed at expatriates, but the exact times have not been
announced.
The Voice of Greece programs will be broadcast via shortwave from facilities in Avlis, which the previous government's
Finance Ministry had tried to sell as scrap. The facilities remained intact thanks to the former employees, so no technical
problems remain. The programs continued to be broadcast thanks to former ERT employees from Athens and Thessaloniki. Continuing Greece Voice for the last two years was being observed and followed by lovers of shortwave broadcasting
enthusiasts. The frequencies of the Voice of Greece to Europe will probably be the same, 9420 and 7475 KHz. Source in
Greek: http://www.radiofono.gr/node/17844 Christos Rigas Chicago, Illinois
(Paokara66 via DXLD)
MICRONESIA. May 12 - After three days without hearing PMA-The Cross Radio, on 4755.54, I sent off an inquiry to
Sylvia. Her reply has just come in (May 12 at 2236 UT).
"Hello Ron,
We have had no power at the radio station for 3 days, hence the loss of communication over the air.
Storm/typhoon Dolphin slammed into us on Sunday. The radio building and the tower are all fine. Just waiting for the
down power lines to be fixed and we will be on the air again. Will let you know when we are on the air again.
We lost part of our church roof, it seems we had the full furry of the storm with gusts 70-100 at around 3am. It sucked
the roof right off.
At this point, we do not know when we can use the church. It all depends on the roof.
Thank you for your prayers. We need sunshine today to repair and keep the water out!
Sylvia Kalau, Pacific Mission Aviation, POB 517, Pohnpei, FM 96941, 691-320-2496, kalau@pmapacific.org "
---------------------Email received June 11, at 0425UT, from Sylvia at PMA-The Cross Radio:
"Hi Ron,
We do have power, but haven’t had the time to address the short wave problem after the typhoon. Will let you know
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when we are up and running again. For now we are broadcasting FM only.
Thanks for your concern, Sylvia Kalau
(Ron Howard)
NIGERIA (non) New transmission to Nigeria MANARA RADIO has started from June 12: 0730-0825 on 15440
UNID transmitter site to WeAf Hausa, Jose Miguel Romero added: 1600-1655 on 17765 UNID transmitter site to WeAf
Hausa.
More videos will be added: http://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2015/06/manara-radio-new-broadcast-to-nigeria.html
(Ivo Ivanov via DXLD)
-----------------Artikel zum Start der Station: http://scannewsnigeria.com/news/organisation-launches-multi-media-channels-foroutreach/
(73, Patrick Robic via A-DX)
ZANZIBAR. No, 11735 is not on air for several weeks at least, but I tried to nail down if they are on 6015 also in the
evening - with limited success so far. In fact, after s/off Xinjiang at 1800 there is another signal. Eibi lists Korea KBS on
that channel, but that should be outdated, it was marked as "?" in Sender&Frequenzen 2009, later inactive and unlisted in
latest editions.
Today, at 2000, I heard a time signal, ending with a high-pitched one. Then continued with music. I was in thoughts at the
moment (off-topic) so I didn't look at the clock right in time, but I think it was a few seconds late. Not much more to
make out of that, modulation seems to be somewhat dull. That would roughly fit...
(73, Thorsten Hallmann via DXLD)

Other radio news
REMINDER!
We will remind you of the Grimeton Radio/SAQ transmission on VLF frequency 17.2 kHz, CW, with the Alexanderson
200 kW alternator on “ALEXANDERSON DAY”, Sunday, June 28th, at 09:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC (11:00 and 14:00
SVT). We will start tuning up some 30 minutes before the message.
There will be activity on amateur radio frequencies during the day with the call SK6SAQ.
Frequencies:
- 7,035 CW or 14,035 CW
- 3,755 SSB
- 145,700/145,100 VHF FM repeater (R-4/RV-56)
QSL to SK6SAQ via SM bureau.
QSL-reports on SAQ transmissions are kindly received: - E-mail to: info@alexander.n.se - or via: SM bureau - or direct
by mail to: Alexander - Grimeton Veteranradios Vaenner, Radiostationen Grimeton 72, SE-432 98 GRIMETON,
SWEDEN
The radio station will be open to visitors from 08:00 to 14:00 UTC ( 10:00 to 16:00 SVT).
Welcome!
Also read our web site: www.alexander.n.se
(Yours, Lars Kalland, SM6NM)

Svenskspråkiga radioutsändningar som gått till historien
När jag började DX-a 1957 sände en hel del utländska radiostationer på svenska. Under årens gång kom nya till medan
andra försvann. Nu finns det väl ingen ”riktig” svensksändare kvar på kortvågsbanden. Mitt DX-intresse började svalna
på 1970-talet men jag har ändå sporadiskt följt med vad som hänt på området. Nu har jag fått för mig att försöka kartlägga
svensksändarna. Jag har börjat så smått med hjälp av eget arkiv och Sveriges DX-förbunds kompendium, som sammanstälts av Stig Granfeldt 2006. Jag hoppas de som har uppgifter om svensksändarna vill hjälpa mig att få listan så komplett
som möjligt. På http://www.surfnet.fi/~tosso/dx/svenska.htm kan ni se vad jag jag hittils plitat ner. Där finns också min epostadress.
(73, Tosso, Torsten Söderström via NORDX)

Bonito RadioCom 6
RadioCom 6 is a software suite featuring encoding and decoding of various digital and analog signals from a radio. It is also
capable to control radios (CAT) and significantly improves
sound and audio quality. RadioCom6 is the successor of the
successful RadioCom5. All functions of the predecessor were
improved and many new features added. It is able to control
several radios and significantly improve sound quality. Radiopage 11

Com6 transmits and receives data (SSTV, PSK31, RTTY, Weather fax, Synop, Navtex, CW and more) and from the
Internet www.meteoserver.net (world wide satellite pictures) in one program. Two Radios can be connected simultaneously to 1 sound card only. You can run and operate several decoders at the same time. The Digital Sound-Processor
(DSP) of the sound card is used. That is why the quality is better than anything compatible. The moment RadioCom
starts, some of the foremost changes are in plain view: it is distinctive and eye-catching. Colors are subtler and the overall
looks are just magnificent, never seen before.
RadioCom 6 supports the following SDR's:
Bonito
WiNRADiO G3:
Microtelecom:
RF-Space:
PM
Elecraft
SAT-Schneider
Elektor
CG-Antenna
ALL with I&Q outlet
OV Lennestadt

RadioJet 1102S, MeteoJet 1204S
G303i / e, 313i / e, 305i / e, 315i / e and G31DDC Excalibur
Perseus
SDR_IQ & SDR 14
PM-SDR
K3
DTR-1
Elektor
CG-SDR
12kHz, 96kHz and 192kHz
FiFi SDR (coming soon in Version 6.5)

Read all about here: http://www.bonito.net/infos/en_ham_rc60.htm
NB! Before buying the software please read those comments: http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/4610
(Thomas Nilsson)

Help record the 2015 BBC Antarctic Midwinter Broadcast on June 21
The SWLing Post, Posted on June 10, 2015 by Thomas
Every year, the BBC broadcasts a special program to the scientists and support staff in the British Antarctic Survey Team
http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/
The BBC plays music requests and sends special messages to the small team of 40+ located at various Antarctic research
stations. Each year, the thirty minute show is guaranteed to be quirky, nostalgic, and certainly a DX-worthy catch!
Regular SWLing Post readers know that I’m a huge fan of the Antarctic Midwinter Broadcast (and without fail, it falls on
my birthday each year!) :
http://swling.com/blog/2014/06/shortwave-radio-recordings-bbc-to-the-2014-british-antarctic-survey/
Hit the record button!
This year, I’m calling on all SWLing Post readers and shortwave radio listeners to make a short recording (say, 30-60
seconds) of the show and share it here at the Post.
The recording can be audio-only, or even a video taken from any recording device or smart phone. It would be helpful to
have a description and/or photo of your listening environment and location, if possible.
If you submit your recording to me, I will post it here on the SWLing Post–and insure that the BBC World Service receives the post, too. The recordings will be arranged by geographic location.
Are you in?
If you’re interested in participating, mark your calendars for June 21st! I’ll post updates and frequencies about the Antarctic Midwinter Broadcast here on theSWLing Post.
Please follow the tag: Antarctic Midwinter Broadcast http://swling.com/blog/tag/antarctic-midwinter-broadcast/ ... and
get ready for some cool solstice fun!
(Mike Terry via DXLD)

Broadcasting in Russian

18th edition of the popular "Broadcasting in Russian" Handbook, edited by the St. Petersburg DX Club, has been
released. The Handbook features all (or almost all) radio stations that transmit programs in the Russian language on short
and medium waves at present, both from Russia and abroad. Station listings include frequency and programme schedules,
transmitter location and power, target areas, postal addresses, phone/fax numbers, Web sites, social network pages, e-mail
addresses as well as QSL policy info. The schedules are generally valid until March 28, 2015 (i.e. the end of A15 broadcasting season).
The Handbook is distributed as a hard copy only. Volume is 56 pages of A5 size. Please address your purchase requests
to: Alexander Beryozkin, P.O.Box 463, St. Petersburg, 190000, Russia or by e-mail: dxspb@nrec.spb.ru.
The price is 7 EUR or 8 USD (including delivery by registered mail).
Your comments and suggestions regarding the Handbook contents are always welcome!
(Alexander Beryozkin, Sankt-Petersburg, Russia)
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DX-Extra!

Just posted on the Hobart Radio International Facebook group: Welcome to the DX Extra! It’s a show about the
shortwave hobby featuring news, reviews, pirate radio and anything in-between. We are the extra thing you need to digest
your shortwave news.
In show 30 this fortnight we cover news on the HFCC Conference in Brisbane, the exciting news of ERT reinstated on
shortwave, the history of Swissinfo uncovered, the 2015 BBC Midwinter Antarctica Broadcast, check out our usual pirate
logs and from the audio archives: Channel Africa.
To read the transcript, LISTEN OR DOWNLOAD the podcast simply head to: hriradio.org
Join us on Facebook at: facebook.com/dxextra Over 653 likes!
Join us on Twitter @hobartradiointl
Hear us on the radio:
FM: World FM New Zealand 88.2FM Thursdays at 4h30UTC
SW: Channel 292 6070kHz Saturdays at 16h00UTC
WRMI Radio Miami International 9955kHz Sundays 3h30-4h00UTC
WBCQ Area 51 5110kHz Monday 3h30UTC (Sunday 8.30PM US PT)
Also via Premier Radio, Cupid Radio, Radio Spaceshuttle World Service and Focus International over the weekends.
(Mike Terry via DXLD)

DIEXISMO. UN TERMINO MAL DEFINIDO
Dear Glenn, From my beginnings in this hobby and in fact coming from Spanish language sources (Espacio DXista) and
several DX publications I've seen that many of them define the term DX using the explanation that D comes from Distance and X from unknown. This false!!!
I've insisted that this is absolutely fake and it is an arbitrary invention. DX is just - and stands for - Distance. No more
than that. It' s not an abbreviation for anything and in fact it's an acronym.
Some individuals think that defending the true origin is for erudite or scholar discussion. But I do keep defending the true
meaning, trying to destroy this false definition.
It seems that this invented explanation came from a text included in the Radio Nederland course "Casi todo en Diexismo". I think that the original texts were prepared by the late Jim Vastenhoud. But I've also read that the definition was
written by the famous and remembered Arthur Cushen. I absolutely cannot believe that Cushen wrote this.
I want to ask you about an opinion on this, and also if you can confirm that this definition has ever used in the English
spoken DX literature/world. I hope you could give some light in this issue.73 (Horacio Nigro, Montevideo, Uruguay,
June 13, DXLD)
----------------Horacio, I agree with your point about the derivation of DX, and also think that the mis-definition unfortunately got propagated by RN`s DX guys. I think I may have occasionally seen that misunderstanding expressed also in English, but
could not cite references.
There is also a mathematical correlation where x of course means unknown in equations, and even in algebra, calculus
``dx`` terminology is used. Maybe that had some effect in making our DX misunderstood.73, (Glenn to Horacio, via
DXLD)
---------------------------He hecho una entrada en mi blog, es la segunda, respecto al tema...
https://lagalenadelsur.wordpress.com/2015/06/15/sobre-la-definicion-de-dx-una-vez-mas/
¿Una sutileza? ... así lo ven algunos... nunca entenderán, y se refregarán en su ignorancia, en el rasero, en nunca aprender
un poco más de las cosas de la vida. Otros dicen que es una discusión para eruditos. ¡Cuán lejos están del espíritu que
forjó nuestra carrera como DXistas y/o radioaficionados!. 73 HAN (Nigro, DXLD)

QSL's from Costa Rica
John Ekwall continues to scan a lot of nice QSL's, this time from Costa Rica. Enjoy.
JOE, thanks for those nice QSL's. /TN
Faro del Caribe 5055 kHz from 1993
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Faro del Caribe 6037 kHz from 1958

R Casino 5954 kHz from 1959

Noticias del Continente 9615 kHz from
1980

R Impacto 6150 kHz from 1988
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R Reloj 4832 kHz from 1973

R Reloj 6006 kHz from 1958

La Voz de la Victor 9615 Khz from 1964

R Monumental 6220 kHz from 1963
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